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Abstract : Multifragmentation is the process in which the nucleus hitted 
by an energetic projectile breaks up in many nuclear fragments. There is 
increasing evidence that multifragmentation is a new phenomenon of different 
nature than the traditional low energy evaporation of particles. It appears 
to be the preferred channel for the deexcitation of highly excited nuclei. 
This physics concerns the study of the nuclear matter equation of state in a 
new domain that lies in between the compound nucleus and the f i rebal l . 

From the experimental side not much is known on multifragmentation 
because most experiments are inclusive measurements, only a few are partly 
exclusive [1,2]. There is a strong need for measurements that correlate variables 
characterizing the violence of the collisions or the excitation energy of the 
breaking source, with other physical quaniities that determine the degree 
of destruction of the source. For the first we can imagine for example the 
number of fast protons per event and for the second the various • îomenis 
of the fragments distribution (mean number of fragments, mean size, e t c . ) . 
Some work on the study of these correlations has been done recertly [3]. 

The theoretical interpretation of multifragmentation is sti l l very contro
versial- The main questions that we would like to answer fir^t are : 1/ There is 
some kir ;d (and what kind) of equilibrium reached b> the emitting source 
before fragments are produced ? This ambiguit) splits the models in two 
types : those who assume statistical equilibrium [4] and those who assume 
a fast bteak up [5]. 2/ There is a source with an average unique excitation 
energ) E or temperature T that produces all the fragments observed in inclu
sive measurements or there are sources at various E or T producing predomi
nantly different fragments ? We don't know jet how to gi\e a definite answer 
to the first question. Could be that the stud) of the fluctuations in one of 
the above mentioned quantities reinforce one of the two hypothesis. u ork 
in this direction is in progress. Concerning the second question, the results 
o» re'.[3] bring a f irst answer : the fragments come from squrces that ha\c 
a wide range of E or T. Heavy fragments come l j om low E sources, while 
light fragments come from both low and high E . The shape ol fragment 
distribution changes drastically with excitation energy, suggesting that some 
kind of crit ical phenomenon takes place. 
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